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Posting Articles
In this section
· Getting to the Post Article page
· Composing your article
· Publishing your article
· Viewing your article

Getting to the Post Article page
The first step in posting an article is getting to the Post Article page. There are
three ways to do this:
· Via the Dashboard
· Via the Command Bar
· Via the Navigation Bar

Via the Dashboard
There is a large Post An Article link near the top of the Dashboard section of
the Dashboard. Click on it to go immediately to the Post Article page.
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Via the Command Bar
The Post menu in the Command Bar (located in the upper right-hand corner of
every page in the Control Panel) lets you jump immediately to a number of "Post"
pages for different types of blog entries. To post an article, select Article from the
Post menu.

Via the Navigation Bar
Yet another way to get to the Post Article page is via the Navigation Bar, which
spans the top of every page in the blog Admin. Make sure you're in the Control
Panel (if you're not, click the Control Panel tab), then click the Post tab. You will
be taken to the Post Article page, which is the default page for the Post section.
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The "Post Article" Page
Any of the methods above will take you to the Post Article page, pictured below:
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Composing your article
Let's take a closer look at the Post Article page. You compose articles in the
Article Content area, as shown in the graphic above.
For now, we'll concern ourselves only with the basics of composing an article:

Article Title
Enter the title of your article into the Article Title field. The title can be up to 254
characters long. In your blog, it typically appears in boldface and larger than the
body text, and it appears before the body text.
If you do not enter a title for an article, it will appear in your blog with the title
"Untitled".

Article Body
Enter the body of your article into the Article Body Editor. The body is the main
part of your article. It can consist of virtually any length of text and can contain
just about anything that can be put into a web page (including text, links, images
and so on). For now, we'll enter only text.
You enter the body into a special text field called the Article Text Editor, which
has features that offer "What You See Is What You Get" or "WYSIWYG"-style
editing, just like a word processor.

Publishing your article
After composing your article, you can publish it to your blog for your readers to
see. You do this by using the publishing controls, located just below the Article
Content area:

These controls give you the option of publishing your article to your blog
immediately or saving your article as a draft copy so that you can work on it later.
For this example, we'll choose to publish the article to your blog immediately. To
do this:
· Make sure that the Publish this article option is selected.
· Make sure that the menu to its right has the today's date item selected.
· Click the Save button to publish the article.
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Clicking the Save button saves your article, publishes it to your blog and takes
you to the Dashboard:

At the top of the Dashboard page, you should see a message in red that reads
"Article posted", confirming that your article has been saved and posted to your
blog. You should also see your article at the top of the Recent Articles list.

Viewing your article
Now that you've published your article, you might want to see what it looks like
on your blog. You can get to your blog in a number of ways:
· Via the URL link in the Dashboard
· Via the Command Bar
· Via the address bar in the browser

Via the URL link in the Dashboard
The URL link is located in the Dashboard, just below the title of your blog:
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Click on it to be taken to your blog's Main Page.

Via the Command Bar
The View blog link in the Command Bar (located in the upper right-hand corner
of every page in the Control Panel) lets you jump immediately to your blog's Main
Page.

Click on it to be taken to your blog's Main Page.
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Via the address bar in the browser
You can also get to your blog the way your readers do: by entering its URL into
the address bar of your browser.

Any one of these ways will take you to the main page of your blog, which should
look something like this:
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Posting Photos
In this section
· Photos and photo albums
· Getting to the Add A Photo page
· Selecting a photo to upload
· Selecting a photo album
· Uploading your photo
· Composing a caption and description
· Publishing your photo
· Viewing your photo

Photos and photo albums
In addition to articles and reviews, you can also post photos to your blog. There
are a number of ways to put photos into your blog; this guide will cover posting
them to photo albums.
Photo albums are collections of photos in your blog. Your blog comes with a single
photo album called "Photos", and you can add as many photo albums as you
want.
Photo entries are similar to articles; in addition to the photo, they also have a title
(called a Photo Caption) and an article body (called a Photo Description).
The process of posting a photo is only a little more involved than posting an article
or a review, but it's not difficult. The steps in the process are:
· Selecting a photo to upload from your computer to your blog
· Selecting a photo album into which the photo will go
· Uploading the photo
· Composing a caption and description for the photo (optional)
· Publishing the photo
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Getting to the Add A Photo page
The first step in posting an article is getting to the Add A Photo page. There are
three ways to do this:
· Via the Dashboard
· Via the Command Bar
· Via the Navigation Bar

Via the Dashboard
Click the Post A Picture link near the top of the Dashboard section of the
Dashboard. The Add A Photo page opens.

Via the Command Bar
The Post menu in the Command Bar (located in the upper right-hand corner of
every page in the Control Panel) lets you jump immediately to a number of "Post"
pages for different types of blog entries. To post a photo, select Photo from the
Post menu.
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Via the Navigation Bar
Yet another way to get to the Post Article page is via the Navigation Bar, which
spans the top of every page in the Blog Admin. Make sure you're in the Control
Panel (if you're not, click the Control Panel tab), then click the Post tab. You will
be taken to the Post Article page, which is the default page for the Post section.

The "Add A Photo" Page
Any of the methods above will take you to the Add A Photo page, pictured below:
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Selecting a photo to upload
The first step in posting a photo to your blog is selecting a photo to upload from
your computer to your blog. You use the File Information form, shown below, to
select the photo:

For now, we'll concern ourselves only with selecting a file. Click the Browse...
button to select a photo on your computer. The File Upload window will appear;
use this to select the photo.
If you're running Windows XP on your computer, the File Upload window looks
something like this:
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If you're running Mac OS X – Use the File Open window to locate and select
the photo you wish to upload to your blog. Once you have selected the photo, click
the Open button. The File Upload window will disappear, and the filename of the
photo will be in the File to upload text field:

The photo has been selected. The next step is to select a photo album into which
the photo will go.
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Selecting a photo album
The Select An Album list, located on the right side of the Add A Photo page,
lists all the photo albums in your blog.

In this example, we're working with a newly-created blog. Newly-created blogs
have only the default photo album named "Photos". We'll put the photo into that
album; this is done by selecting Photos in the list.

Uploading your photo
After the photo and photo album have been selected, the next step is to upload
the photo. To upload the photo, click the Add Photo button at the bottom of the
page. The photo will be copied from your computer to your blog. The time that
this will take depends on the size of the photo file and the speed of your internet
connection.
When the photo is finished uploading to your blog, you will be taken to the New
Photo page, an example of which is shown below:
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The photo you uploaded is displayed full size near the top of the New Photo
page. Below the photo, the New Photo page is almost exactly like the Post
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Article page.

Composing a caption and description
Let's take a closer look at the New Photo page, particularly the Photo Content
form:
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For now, we'll concern ourselves only with the basics of composing accompanying
text for a photo:
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Photo Caption
A photo's caption is analogous to an article's title. The caption can be up to 254
characters long.

Photo Description
A photo's description is analogous to an article's body. Enter the description of
your photo into the Photo Description Editor. The description can consist of
virtually any length of text and can contain just about anything that can be put
into a web page (including text, links, images and so on). For now, we'll enter
only text.
As with the body of an article, you enter the description into a special text field
called the Article Text Editor, which has features that offers "What You See Is
What You Get" or "WYSIWYG"-style editing, just like a word processor.

Publishing your photo
After composing your caption and description, you can publish the photo to your
blog for your readers to see. You do this by using the publishing controls, located
just below the Photo Content area:

These controls give you the option of publishing your photo to your blog
immediately or saving your article as a draft copy so that you can work on it later.
For this example, we'll choose to publish the photo to your blog immediately. To
do this:
· Make sure that the Publish this article option is selected.
· Make sure that the menu to its right has the today's date item selected.
· Click the Save button to publish the article.
Clicking the Save button will save your photo, publish it to your blog and take you
to the photo album's page in the Post Manager:
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At the top of the page, you should see a message that reads "Photo posted",
which confirms that your photo has been saved and posted to your blog. You
should also see your photo on the page.

Viewing your photo
Now that you've published your photo, you might want to see what it looks like on
your blog. You can get to your blog in a number of ways, all of which are
explained in Viewing your article.
You will notice that the photo does not appear on the Main Page of your blog:
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Unlike articles and reviews, photos don't appear on the Main Page of your blog.
That's because photo albums are kept in a different area of your blog.
To get to a photo album, your readers have to click a link leading to the photo
album. By default, a blog's blogs have a listing of categories and photo albums
that appear in one of the sidebars. To see the photo album called "Photos", click
Photos in the category/photo album list in the sidebar. You will be taken to the
Photos photo album. Here's an example of what a viewer might see:
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By default, photo albums list the photos they contain as a set of thumbnails
(smaller versions of the original photo). To view a photo at full size, your readers
click the photo to see its individual page, shown below:
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A photo's individual page shows the photo at full size as well as its caption and its
description.
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Posting Reviews
A review is a special type of article that allows you add extra information relevant
to a review or critique. This additional information is displayed in an "at a glance"
box along with the standard article content.
Three types of reviews are supported:
· Music Reviews (reviews of recorded music singles or albums)
· Movie Reviews
· Book Reviews

In this section
· Getting to the Post Review page
· Music reviews
· Movie reviews
· Book reviews
· Composing and publishing your review
· Viewing your review

Getting to the Post Review page
The first step in posting a review is getting to the Post Article page. There are two
ways to do this:
· Via the Command Bar
· Via the Navigation Bar

Via the Command Bar
The Post menu in the Command Bar (located in the upper right-hand corner of
every page in the Control Panel) lets you jump immediately to a number of "Post"
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pages for different types of blog entries.
· To post a music review, select Music Review from the Post menu.

· To post an movie review, select Movie Review from the Post menu.

· To post an book review, select Book Review from the Post menu.

Via the Navigation Bar
Another way to get to the Post Review pages is via the Navigation Bar, which
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spans the top of every page of the blog you are creating. Make sure you're in the
Control Panel (if you're not, click the Control Panel tab), then click the Post tab
and then the Review button:

You will be taken to the Select A Review Type page, pictured below:

Music reviews
Music reviews are like articles with an extra section for information relevant to
reviews of music singles or albums, pictured below:
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The Music Review form has the following fields:
Release date
Genre
Sub-Genre (the choices in this menu are determined by the Genre)
Album name
Artist
Music label
UPC
Link reference (an URL for a relevant web page or site -- say the artists' site
or the album's page at Amazon.com)
· One-line summary
· Recommend / Not recommend
· My rating (on a scale of 1 to 10)
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

You may find online music stores such as Amazon.com a helpful source of
information when filling out these fields.

Movie reviews
Music reviews are like articles with an extra section for information relevant to
movie reviews, pictured below:
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The Movie Review form has the following fields:
Release date
Genre
Sub-Genre (the choices in this menu are determined by the Genre)
Movie title
Length in minutes
Studio
ISBN
Link reference (an URL for a relevant web page or site -- say the movie's
site or the movie's page at IMDB.com)
· One-line summary
· Recommend / Not recommend
· My rating (on a scale of 1 to 10)
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

You may find IMDB.com (the Internet Movie Database) a helpful source of
information when filling out these fields.

Book reviews
Music reviews are like articles with an extra section for information relevant to
book reviews, pictured below:
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The Book Review form has the following fields:
Release date
Genre
Sub-Genre (the choices in this menu are determined by the Genre)
Book title
Author
Publisher
ISBN
Number of pages
Link reference (an URL for a relevant web page or site -- say the author's
site or the book's page at Amazon.com)
· One-line summary
· Recommend / Not recommend
· My rating (on a scale of 1 to 10)
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

You may find online bookstores such as Amazon.com a helpful source of
information when filling out these fields.

Composing and publishing your review
Composing a review is similar to composing an article. Here are the steps:
· Fill out the review form (near the top of the Post Review page).
· Enter the title of the review into the Article Title field (see
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Composing your article for more details).
· Enter the body of the review into the Article Body field (see
Composing your article for more details).
· In the I would like to section near the bottom of the page:
· Select the Publish this article option.
· Select today's date in the Publish this article menu.
(See Publishing your article for more details).
· Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
At the end of these steps, you will be taken to the Dashboard. At the top of the
Dashboard page, you should see a message that reads "Article posted", which
confirms that your article has been saved and posted to your blog. You should also
see your article at the top of the Recent Articles list.

Viewing your review
Now that you've published your article, you might want to see what it looks like
on your blog. You can get to your blog in a number of ways, all of which are
explained in Viewing your article.
Suppose you posted a review and then went to your blog's Main Page to view it.
Here's what it would look like:

On the Main Page (or any Category pages), reviews don't look any different from
articles. However, if you were to look at the review's individual page (which you
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access by clicking its permanent link -- either the "page" icon beside the title or
the Permanent Link link at the end of the review), you'd see this:

On its individual page, the title and body text of a review is preceded by a quick
summary containing the information you entered in the Music Review, Movie
Review or Book Review form of the Post Review page.
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Changing Color/Font Schemes
Color/font schemes are descriptions of what colors and fonts should be used for
the various elements of your blog. A blog has a number of built-in color/font
schemes, and more may have been designed by your blog application provider.
This section will cover changing the color/font scheme of your blog between predefined schemes.
1. From the Control Panel, click the Look & Feel tab. The Colors page opens.
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The Colors page lists all the color/font schemes that are available to you. The
color/font schemes generally have a thumbnail (a small picture) showing what the
scheme looks like when applied to a blog.
2. To change the color/font scheme of your blog, select a scheme and click the
Change button at the bottom of the page.
For example, here's a blog shown with the color/font scheme "Autumn".

Here's another blog with the color/font scheme "Slate".
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